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SUMMARY
► We analyzed the long-term links between the Integrated Vapor
Transport (IVT) and precipitation regime changes in Western Europe
► A clear link with near-surface temperatures is found, being this
particularly notable for the Post-Industrial period, and expected to
exacerbate further due to Global Warming, to unprecedented levels.
► However, rainfall regime responses are dissimilar for regional
domains. While in the UK rainfall increases along with IVT, for Iberia it
decreases considerably. Moreover the relatively steady link at decadal
and multi-decadal scales between IVT and precipitation, for UK and
st
Iberia, appears to be lost in Iberia along the 21 century.
► Taking all the above into account, the combination of the following
mechanisms should explain these projections:
1) Increase in UK precipitation due to the increase of westerly
Circulation Weather Types (CWTs) in Northern Europe combined with
enhanced moisture availability in a warmer atmosphere;
2) Decrease in Iberian precipitation due to an increase in the
frequency of stable CWTs, combined with higher water retaining
capacity of a warmer atmosphere, despite enhanced moisture
availability.
► We also show how the expansion of the subtropical high pressure
belt leads to a poleward shift of moisture corridors and of Atmospheric
Rivers in the North Atlantic.

METHODS
► A long-term (850-2100) simulation was performed with the Community Earth System Model (CESM
1.0.1), using a modified reconstruction of total solar irradiance, volcanic forcing and the RCP8.5 forcing
scenario (Fig.1);
► IVT fields were computed and compared against precipitation and surface temperature series for the
entire domain (Fig.2) and for regional boxes in the UK and Iberia (Figs. 3 and 4) for extended winter
(October-March);
► Changes in Circulation Weather Types (CWTs, Fig.5) and large-scale dynamical VS thermodynamical
changes in circulation where analyzed (Fig.6);
► These circulation features were compared with frequency and preferred location of Atmospheric Rivers
(ARs) and associated moisture corridors, explaining projected regional rainfall changes (Fig.7);
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Fig.1 – Left: Prescribed forcing mechanisms for the transient simulation using CESM during the
850-2100 CE period. Note the spin-up forcing period for the greenhouse gases prior to 850.;
Right: Regional boxes (UK and Iberia) considered in this work. Mean surface temperature and
IVT fields were computed for the blue boxes and precipitation for the red boxes.

Fig.2 – Long-term variability of mean extended winter (October-March) temperature (red) and IVT (blue) for the domain
presented in Fig.1 - thicker lines are the 30-year smoothed series. Major eruptions are represented in the bottom section of the
figure, and light red/blue shadings denote warm/cold eras.
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Fig.3 – Long-term variability of the IVT and temperature anomalies in the UK and Iberia. Straight thick lines represent the estimated period
of emergence of the signals, by considering the exceedance of the maximum pre-industrial variability (and two-fold).
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Fig.4 – Same as Fig.3, but comparing IVT and precipitation (October to March).
Fig.4 – Same as Fig.3, but for IVT and precipitation series.
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Fig.6 – Projected changes in IVT (shading, in kg/m/s) and 1000-500 hPa geopotential height thickness (red/blue contours, dam) during extended winter (2070-2099
minus 1981-2010). Arrows represent the change in the IVT direction and magnitude. a) Projected absolute changes, with transparent shading denoting areas where
changes are not significant. b) Changes attributable to dynamical modifications, i.e., after removing the moisture increase associated to the warming signal.
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Fig.5 a) Changes in the frequency of Circulation Weather Types (CWTs) for the British Isles during extended
winter months (October-March) throughout the long-simulation period. Directional weather types are
grouped according to typical coherent surface responses. The thicker curves highlight changes occurring
during the 21st century. A 30-year running mean has been applied to the series. b) Daily precipitation (mm
per day) associated to each group of CWTs: darker bars refer to the 1981-2010 climatology, and lighter bars
to the 2070-2099 projected climatology. c) Changes (2070-2099 minus 1981-2010) in total extended winter
precipitation associated to each group of CWTs, and the overall net change (TOTAL). d), e) and f): Same as
a), b) and c), but for Iberia.

Fig.7 – Statistics for ARs in the North Atlantic crossing the 10°W meridian during extended winter. a), b) and c) Boxplots for the frequency of
occurrence of ARs in 5º latitudinal windows, for the pre-industrial, present and future climates, respectively. d) Dashed line shows the
difference between c) and b), and bars represent future changes in CWTs during ARs for each regional box - shaded areas highlight the
latitudes where the British Isles and Iberia are located. e) Mean intensity of ARs crossing the 10°W meridian throughout the entire simulation.
The envelope corresponds to 1std. f) Spatial changes in mean daily precipitation during days with ARs.
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